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ACCassault In focus: Islam Understanding is key to 
future relations with 
Middle East - SEE NEWS, A2 
: . ""· ' ~ - -' -:::.a' , 
-}~~·.f NC State's rocket-armed Russell Wilson must be contained - SEE sPORTS,A6 .-_ 
Auction 
GNOMES · LOOKING FOR HOMES 
Office supplies,computers, tools, 
even vehides - people can buy all 
sorts of things at the annual Gillette 
city auction.Those things aren't 
i;iearly as peculiar as the 
dozens of lawn gnomes sitting in 
the evidence room ~t the Police 
Department The 
city plans to offer 




ONCE POPPED ITCAN'T BE 
A Han:lin County farmer said that some ears among his feed CDl'll rows 
popped on the stalk in a 
phenomenon that agricultural 
experts believe is associated with irregular rainfall and high heat 
Hardin County Extension agent Doug 
Shepherd told The News Enterprise he's never seen popped kernels 
before.Shepherd said the outer coat 
of a kernel can explode from heat after the ears are pollinated. 
Breaking news on 
your cell 
Get UCF news sentto your cell 
phone.Justtextthe keyword UCFNEWSto44636. 
AROUND CAMPUS,A2 
ROBINSON OBSERVATORY HOSTS OPEN HOUSE 
UCF's Robinson Observatory will 
be open to UCF students and 
Orlando locals on Sept 9 at 8:30 
p.m.Several 8-inch telescopes will 
be displayed, as well as the 
featured 20-inch telescope. 
LOCAL & STATE, A2 
NEW MAGIC ARENA TO TEST DRAINAGE WITH BIG FLUSH 
A massive toilet flush is set to take 
place at the new arena of the 
NB~ Orlando Magic. The event 
Wednesday will test the Amway 
Center's sewer flows, water 
consumption and pressure. 
SUSPICIOUS STUFFED 
PONY BLOWN UP OUTSIDE SCHOOL 
Authorities blew up a stuffed pony 
- detennined to be a "suspicious 
device· - after it was found 
outside a Central Florida school. 
The Orange County Sheriff's Office 
handled the destruction of the toy. 
INDEX I TODAY'S 
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Parking woes in full swing 
For some, garage delay exacerbates issue 
KEVIN HERNANDEZ 
Contributing Writer 
Lauren Lavan lives less 
than three miles from cam-
pus in an apartment in The 
Lofts, and according to 
mapquest.com, the drive 
should talce her about five 
minutes. 
However, the junior 
finance major leaves about 
an hour before her class 
starts, not to grab a coffee 
or a snack. and not to meet 
up with a classmate to 
review for a quiz, but to 
find a parking spot 
It's no mystery that find-
ing a parking spot at UCF 
might be a harder task than 
acing a biology test or get-
ting a perfect score on an 
English paper, but con-
struction on a new parking 
garage that students were 
hoping would soon be 
ready is running behind 
--- ------nc ver hu d HIGHLY ADORED 
Paramore brings down a packed 
house at the UCF Arena. 
- SEE VARIETY, A8 
Plus: 





Use this semester to set goals for 
your body and mind 
schedule. 
"Construction is always 
behind schedule," Lavan 
said 
The construction of the 
new parking garage, which 
is being built between the 
Fairwinds Alumni Center 
and the Psychology build-
ing, was supposed to begin 
during the spring semester, 
but did not start until June. 
PLEASE SEE GARAGE ON A3 
MICHELLE DAVIS / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Construction continues on Garage J, which was scheduled to start last spring but did not get underway until June. The new garage will have 1,400 spots. 
Home test for cancer could be on horizon 
Grants open way for research 
LEA ANNE CRITTENDEN 
Contributing Writer 
In 2009, Dr. Qµn Huo and her team made a 
discovery that could potentially bring cancer 
detection to the drug store. 
Now; thanks to a $100,000 Florida Technol-
ogy 1ransfer and Commercialization Partner-
ship Grant, the discovery that might tum into 
an over-the-counter cancer test could be avail-
able in three to five years. 
It's like a pregnancy test, Huo said, who is an 
associate professor at UCF's NanoScience 
Technology Center. 
The professor also received a one-year Bio-
medical Research Grant worth $175,000 from 
the Florida Department of Health in July oflast 
year. Other grants come from the National Sci-
ence Foundation, Gold Research Opportuni-
1 ties Worldwide Program and other prhate 
funds. 
Huo, who has been studying gold nanopar-
ticles for a little more than two years, also com-
pared the test to a diabetic checking his or her 
blood sugar levels. 
When a patient is tested for cancer at the 
hospital, the doctor has to draw a vial of blood, 
but when this new technology comes out, the 
amount needed will be much less, Huo said 
The take-home test will serve as a red flag 
before the symptoms appear to let someone 
know they need to get checked out by a doctor. 
The test won't be able to tell you what kind of 
cancer has been detected, which is why more 
testing at the hospital is required 
According to the World Gold Council, gold 
in the treatment of cancer started in 1955 and 
new treatment technologies still under devel-
opment rely on the ability of tiny gold nanopar-
PLEASE Srr UCF ON A4 
'We're a restaurant marketing company.-lt 
UCF graduates bring spin to food delivery 
• • IS a Win-win for I restaurant, especially when they are struggling.' 
- ALBERT GIAMMATTEI CO-FOUNDER OF GRUB TAXI 
CASSIE TURNER 
Contributing Writer 
When the real estate 
market went from sizzle to 
fizzle in 2007, two UCF 
graduates in the industry 
soon developed a hunger 
to return to a fast-paced work environment. 
Grub Taxi, founded by 
Albert Giammattei and 
Dominick Abitino, was 
created to serve meals 
door-to-door to the grow-
ing population of hungry 
students, businesses and 
residents of East Orlando, 
Wmter Springs, Oviedo 
and Casselberry. 
"We're a restaurant 
marketing company;" said 
Giammatte~whosaidheis 
always on the lookout for 
new restaurant partners. 
"It is a win-win for restau-
rants, especially when they 
are struggling." 
This week, the duo is in 
the process of applying to 
become a part of UCF's 
Business Incubation Pro-
gram. 
According to the its 
website, the program 
''has helped more than 
140 emerging compa-
nies create over $500 
million in annual rev-
enue and more than 
1,600 new jobs with an 
average 
salary of $59,000" since its 
founding in 1999. 
With school back in ses-
sion, campus groups can 
talce advan-
tage 
of Grub Taxi's drop-off 
catering services typically 
geared for 10 or more 
people with a delivery 




PtillE SEE GRUB ON A3 
Grub Taxi.com 
• 
• • • 
A2 www.CentrolFloridoFuture.com 
AROUND CAMPUS 
News and notices for 
the UCF community 
Robinson Observatory to display series of telescopes 
The smaller 8-inch tele-
scopes will be in front of 
the observatory, while the 
20-inch telescope is the main telescope used for 
deep sky astronomy. 
The open house is free 
and also offers free park-
ing. The open house and all other observatory events are subject to 
weather conditions. 
The Robinson Obser-
vatory is located off of 
Libra Drive on Neptune 
Drive. All dates for open houses can be found at 
www.planets.ucf.edu/obse 
rvatory. 
UCF hosts annual Family Weekend 
UCF's annual Family Weekend will begin 
Thursday at 8 a.m. All are welcomed to 
visit their colleges and 
meet with representatives 
to gain an understanding of their university. 
Faculty members will 
also be available to answer 
any questions or inquiries 
from attendees. Small events are also planned. 
LOCAL &STATE 
Keep local with headlines 
you may have missed 
Arena flush to test new plumbing system ORLANDO - Those 
expected to participate include Orlando Mayor 
Buddy Dyer, Magic Presi-
dent Alex Martins and 
dozens of elementary stu-
dents. They will simulate the 
crowd rush to bathrooms 
during halftime and 
between quarters. 
There are about 1,200 
plumbing fixtures in the 
arena That includes approxi-
mately 560 toilets, 430 sinks 
and 210 f'lXttit.'es such as 
drinkingfountains, showers 
and disposals. 
The Magic will begin playing games in the new 
arena in October. 
Suspidous stuffed pony threat all fluff 
ORLANDO - Authori-ties blew up a stuffed pony 
- determined to be a "sus-
picious device" - after it 
was found outside a central 
Florida school 
The Orange County 
Sheriff's Office reports that the toy was found near the 
Waterbridge Elementary 
School Tuesday morning. 
No one was allowed in 
or out of the building while 
bomb disposal experts 
destroyed the stuffed ani-mal It was ultimately 
deemed "non-threatening." 
No injuries were report-
ed. 
- ASSOCIATED PRESS 
CORRECTIONS 
In the Sept 6 issue of the 
Future, we incorrectly iden· 
tilled men's soccer player 
Warren Creavalle as Cameron Cooksey. 
DAVID P. Gil.KEY/ DETI!OIT FREE PRESS 
Muslim men gather for Friday prayeis and the official start of the holy month of Ramadan outside the Pul Khashti mosque in Kabul,Afghanistan, in 2004. Understanding Islam 
With more than a billion followers, Islam is one of the largest religions in the world, 
yet many misconceptions persist about Muslims, their practices and their faith. 
Common Practices Islam is a diverse faith practiced in different ways by 
Muslims across the globe. However, some commonalities 
exist across the spectrum. Muslims are encouraged to 
read the Quran - especially during the holy month of Ramadan, and t1he Hadith. 
Most practicing Muslims offer Salat, or prescribed prayer, five 
times a day at prescribed intervals. Both men and 
women are encouraged to dress modestly and generally 
pray in either separate rows, sections or rooms. Muslims view pork and pork products as 
unclean and try to stay clear. And, whether a Muslim regularly attends Friday worship services or worships at home, most Muslims rejoice at the end of the 30day Ramadan fast, which rulminates in a three-day festival, Eid ul-Fltr "the Feast of Fast Breaking.• 
Five Pillars . The religion of Islam is grounded on Five Pillars: 
Dedaration of Faith (Shahadah): Every Muslim states the phrase '1here is no God but (Allah) and 
Muhammad is the messenger 
of God'.' Prayer (Salat): Muslims 
pray five times a day facing Mecca - at dawn, at noon, in 
mid-afternoon, after sunset and at nightfall. The prayers are usually spoken in Arabic and 
consist of a series of prostrations. 
Almsgiving (Zakat): 
Almsgiving can be in the form of money or food, but Muslims are required to donate as a form of"social responsibility and service to God.0 It is usually 
25 percent of a person's wealth. Fasting (Sawm): During the ninth month of the lunar year, Ramadan, Muslims are required to abstain from food, 
drink, tobacco, chewing gum 
and sexual relations from sunrise to sunset. 
Pilgrimage (Ha.bl: At least one pilgrimage to Mecca -
8Y HALIMAH ABDULLAH McClatchy Newspapeis 
Islam was founded in sev-
enth century Arabia and 
shares many teachings with 
Judaism and Christianity. 
Today the world's second 
largest religion, 
explorers on early expedi-tions and later with Africans 
who came to the Americas 
either as free blacks or slaves. 
with 1.5 billion adherents, Islam is a culturally diverse 
and multifaceted 
faith. Whirling 
dervishes in Turkey 
practice an ancient 
art of meditative spinning, while Muslim hip-hop 
groups such as 
Native Deen speak 
Muslim women often 
express pride that one of their faith's 
key figures was 
TheQuran is the central Islamic holytext 
CHERYL DI.UMEYUl/ DALLAS MORNING NEWS 
Khadijah, the 
Prophet Muham-
to a more modem 
aesthetic. Egyptian bloggers and 
Malaysian religious 
scholars might all con-
sider themselves Mus-
lims, yet they could spend 
hours debating how to 
express devotion and adapt 
to 21st century global culture. 
Islam translates from the Arabic for "submission to 
God," and the religion's fol-
lowers are lmown as Mus-
lims, or "ones who submit to God." Most American Mus-
lims follow a mainstream and 
moderate version of the faith. 
are middle class, educated-
and live near urban centers 
where mosques have stood for generations. Fewer than 
10 percent of Muslims are 
Arabs, and roughly a quarter of Muslims in the United States are na:tive.;t,om African Americans. There 
are more than 2.5 million and 
perhaps as many as 6 million 
American Muslims, accord-
ing to different research 
groups. 
Islam has been a part of 
the American fabric for cen-
turies, arriving with African 
mad's first wife, a 
well educated and 
wealthy business-
woman. Scholars argue that early Mus-
lim societies granted 
women greater 
financial and prop-
erty rights than 
their counterparts 
of other faiths, and 
lament that some of 
those rights have been 
curtailed in modem 
times by ultra-conservative 
groups in conflict-ridden 
parts of the Islamic world. Similarly narrow interpre-
tations of Islam - such as those promoted by al-Qaida, 
the Islamist terror network, 
and the Taliban, the hardline 
Islamist movement in 
Afghanistan - have been 
used to justify the repression 
of women and assault against 
civilians in several countries. 
The headline-grabbing 
violence of such groups have left ordinary Muslims in an 
uneasy position in the West, 
where they've experienced hate crimes, legal challenges to the building of mosques and other results of an anti.-
Muslim backlash. The vast 
majority of Muslim groups in the West and abroad have 
rejected terrorist attacks as a 
distortion of their religion 
and point to Islam as a faith 
built primarily upon princi-
ples of peace. 
and practices with a black empowerment and a racial separatist approach to the 
faith. Progressive Muslims: A 
small but growing liberal movement in Islam that toruses on individualist interpretation of religious scripture, interfaith dialogue and gender equality in prayer, leadership and observance. 
lslamicfeminism, which is concerned with the role of women in I.slam, is often closely aligned with the 
movement's key thrusts. Sufi: Adherents focus on a mystical and ascetic approach to Islam. Sufis seek divine understanding through a direct and personal 
connection to God. Wahhabism: A Sunni Islamic sect that dominates religious practice in Saudi Arabia and advocates a literalist approach to Islam. 
Tenns to Know Allah (ah-lah}: The Arabic 
word for God. Eid ul-Fitr (eed al-fitter): 
"the F-east offast Breaking; a three-da.y celebration that 
marks the end of the Ramadan 30 day fast. Hadith (ha-deeth): The 
reported sayings and deeds of Prophet Muhammad recorded by followers passed down and 
over the centuries. Hijab{hee-jab): Means 
"cover" or"curtain~This Is a reference to the modest style of dress as proscribed in the Quran. Muslims interpret hijab in varying ways. Most Muslim 
women will wear a headscarf when praying or entering a mosq11e. Some wear a headscarf in public. others steer dear of revealing clothing, and still others cover completely with flowing robes known as burqas or niqab. Imam (ee-mahm): The religious leader In Muslim 
communities. An imam's position of importance and influence varies depending on 
denomination and community. 
Islam's holiest city, located in Saudi Arabia - is 
required of alt Muslims who are physically and financially able to take the trip during their lifetime. 
Sunni, making it Islam's largest group. Sunnis believe God did not name a leader to succeed the Prophet Muhammad after his death and that the first four religious leaders elected by the newly formed religious community were the rightful successors. 
Jihad (gee-had): Though it translates to "struggle,· some interpret it as an internal battle to maintain the faith and othefS interpret as holy war. Jummah ijoo-mah): Congregational prayer held 
on Friday. Denominations like{hrlstianity, Judaism and many other faiths, Islam has many denominations. As with other faiths, practices within each denomination vary widely depending on historical, cultural and geo-political 
influences. Many Muslims do not affiliate with a denomination at all and instead just refer to themselves as"Muslim." Sunni: More than 80 percent of Muslims are 
Shiites: Islam's second largest denomination. 
Shiites believe the leadership following the prophet's death rightfully passed to Ali, Muhammad's cousin and son-in-law, and succession would continue through familial connection. Nation of Islam: A predominately African-American religious organization with about 100,000 members that blends some traditional Islamic beliefs 
Madrasah (mah-drah-sah): The Arabic word for 
school and can include both religious and secular institutions. Masjid (mas-jeed) or mosque: An Islamic house of worship. Mecca: The holiest city in Islam, located in Saudi Arabia. When Muslims pray they face Mecca and can use a compass to find its direction. 







TODAY IN DETAIL 
Today:Partly cloudy in the morn-
ing followed by scattered thun-
derstorms in the afternoon. 
Chance of rain 40 percent. 
Tonight: Scattered thunderstorms 
in the evening. Partly cloudy. 
Friday High: 88° 
SCATTERED STORMS Low: 7S0 
Saturday High:92° 
SCATTERED STORMS Low: 75° 
Elmhurst ~·/'/'aye 
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Garage eyes spring completion 
FROM Al 
The reason for the holdup, said Christine 
Dellert of UCF News & 
Information, was a delay 
in obtaining permits and 
finalizing contract details. 
Garage J, as the new 
parking garage will be 
known, will have more 
than 1,400 parlong spaces. 
According to the UCF 
Parking Services website, 
there are 5,226 parking 
spaces available in the 
garages. With the comple-
tion of Garage J there will 
be more than 6,626 avail-
able parking spaces in the 
garages on the main cam-
pus. There will also be a 
parking light added on the 
east entrance and exit of 
the garage. 
Although construction 
is expected to be com-
plete in the spring of next 
year, Lavan and many of 
UCF's other 53,000-plus 
students continue to have 
a difficult time fmding a 
parking spot without has-sle. "There are no spots, 
ever," said senior commu-
nications disorder major 
Aubrey Weaver. "In the 
summer, I could leave my 
apartment 10 minutes 
before class, and now I 
have to leave 30 minutes 
before." Like Lavan, Weaver 
also questions the pace of 
construction on campus 
and why the parking 
garages were designed as 
they are. 
"I don't know why they 
didn't make the parking 
garages taller to add more 
spots," Weaver said 
Though there are plen-
ty of students, like Lavan 
and Weaver, who regular-ly experience issues in 
finding a parking space on 
campus, some students 
get lucky and know how 
to avoid the chaos and 
traffic into the garages. 
Sophomore micro and 
molecular biology major 
Alex Serrao has devel-
oped a strategy for finding 
a parking spot at one of 
the largest schools in the 
nation. 
Grub offers several options 
FROM Al 
ness to slow down with 
school out for summer, he 
said it remained steady 
throughout and that they 
have been able to hire 
people in a rough econo-
my. 
About one third of 
their employees are UCF 
students. 
Of the 27 employees, 
there are 20 drivers and 
seven office staff, includ-
ing two UCF marketing 
interns. 
Emily Davidson, a sen-
ior marketing major, spent 
fall of last year as a mar-
keting intern for Grub 
Taxi and spring of this 
year on staff. 
She said one of the 
greatest benefits to stu-
dents and groups on cam-
pus is that it offers con-
venient and affordable 
service and it saves time if 
you're busy. 
Customers can cur-
rently choose from a 
growing list of 67 area 
restaurants, most of which 
don't deliver on their own. 
Customers are pre-
sented with advanced 
ordering options and can 
choose "Feed me now" -
with an expected delivery 
time between 45 minutes 
to one hour from order to delivery - or "Feed me 
later," and schedule a 
delivery up to a maximum 
of five days later. 
Customers browse full 
restaurant menus, then 
click and choose entrees, 
sides and make special 
requests all in one con-
venient place: the Grub 
Taxi online ordering plat-
form. 
Restaurant customers 
can choose from various 
chain restaurants and 
smaller shops such as 
PomPoms. 
A $3.99 delivery fee is 
charged with each order, a 
portion of which goes to 
the driver. 
According to 
Giammattei, an average 
night for a "mobile waiter" 
is anywhere between six 
to eight deliveries. 
Lunch specials like the 
"l/2 off delivery'' offered 
Monday through Friday 
from 2 p.m. to 5 p.m. save 
customers money, along 
with special Facebook 
posts and Twitter posts 
sent out to fans and fol-
lowers. 
With a $12 minimum 
order, Grub Taxi can cater 
"anything from events or 
meetings. 
One person can order 
for hundreds of people. 
They can bring every-
thing: cups, silverware, 
plates, drinks," Davidson 
said 
The company philoso-
phy is to "provide great 
customer service along 
with a quality restaurant-
prepared meal,'' 
Giammattei said. 
"I don't have a problem," 
Serrao said. 'Tve got a trick. I pull up to a stairwell and wait 
for someone to come out. I 
always get a spot quickly." 
Even though she does find 
herself having to leave for 
class an hour before it starts, 
Lavan is trying to keep her 
chin up about the situation. To be on the positive side, 
she said, at least they're put-
ting itup. 
MICHELLE DAVIS/CENTRAL FlORIDA FUTURE 
The new garage will bring the total parking garage spots to more than 6,600, 
according to the UCF Parking Services website. 
University of Ce1-itral Florida Area 
Ask about our UCF Discounted Rates! 
12000 Collegiate Way 
407-277-7676 
CourtyardUCF.com 
11651 University Boulevard 
407-513-9000 
ResidencelnnUCF.com 
• 99 Fully Equipped Suites 
• Complimentary Full Breakfast Buffet 
• Complimentary Social Hour 
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• Daily Housekeeping Se,vice 
• Outdoor Pool, Jacuzzi & Sportscourt 
• High Speed Internet Access 
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UCF prof has high hopes for research's success 
FROM Al 
tides to specifically collect 
in a cancerous tumor by 
passing through leaky blood 
vessels attached to a tumor. 
Gold nanoparticles have 
special optical properties 
that are used as an optical 
probe to help trace what's 
going on in the biological 
system, as the molecules in 
the body are so small that 
they are not visible to the 
naked eye. 
The system works by 
designing nanoparticles to 
atflx themselves to cancer-
producing proteins. The 
particles are then mixed 
into a solution that the 
blood sample is dropped 
into. If the cancer-produc-
ing protein is present the 
nanoparticles will surround 
the protein. 
Huo uses dynamic light 
scattering, a physics tech-
nique that can determine 
molecule size, according to 
the Brookhaven National 
Laboratory website. 
"This is like attaching a 
molecule with a light bulb," 
Huo said "I can see the light 
bulb but not the molecule." 
Lauren Austin, who 
graduated from UCF last 
year with a bachelor's 
degree in chemistry, 
worked for Huo for three 
years. 
"[Huo taught me] how 
to conjugate biomolecules 
to gold nanoparticles and 
how to operate and ana-
lyze multiple instruments 
and data," said Austin, 
who is now working on a 
doctorate in biochemistry 
at Georgia Tech. 
Austin is continuing to 
study gold nanoparticles 
at Georgia Tech because 
of all that she learned 
from Huo during her time 
atUCF. ''My research is a very 
valuable tool in other 
areas of biomedical 
research," Huo said. "It 
detects biomarkers (spe-
cial molecules related to 
cancer and types of can-
cer) related to other can-cers." Hua hopes to commer-
cialize the gold nanoparti-
cle technology in a year or 
two and have it on the 
market in the next five 
years. 
Nearly 2 million deaths from preventable risks 
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NATIONAL SPORTS WRAP 
FOOTBALL 
Despite tragedy, Wyoming football focused on Texas LARAMIE, Wyo. -Wyoming coach 
Dave Christensen says his team is trying 
to maintain its normal routine to help 
plaYffi cope with the death of a teammate in a car accident and prepare 
for the C.owboys' game against No. 5 
Texas. 
'We think it will help the kids get their mind on something different at 
different points of time throughout the 
da(, Christensen said Tuesday. Freshman linebacker Ruben Narcisse, 
19, of Miami, died in the wreck Monday 
after he and several other UW teammates visited friends in Fort -
C.ollins, Colo., overthe weekend. 
"Just a great young man, had a smile on his face all the time; Christensen 
said of Narcisse, who preferred to be 
called Rube. One player remained hospitalized Tuesday, while two others were treated 
and released. Christensen said wide 
receiver Christian Morgan, 18, of 
Aurora, Colo., had surgery on his elbow 
and may be released Wednesday. The Colorado Highway Patrol says the 
wreck ocrurred at about 5:30 a.m. 
Monday when the players' pickup 
drifted off U.S. 287 south of the 
Wyoming state line. 
Narcisse was a passenger in the back seat of a vehide driven by freshman 
comerback Trey Fox, 19, of Glenwood 
Springs, Colo., the patrol said. Another 
passenger was redshirt freshman 
linebacker JJ. Quinlan, 19,ofEverett, 
Wash. 
Police said it appeared Fox fell asleep 
and that alcohol and drugs weren't believed to be factors. Christensen said the team plans to wear a helmet decal with Narcisse's 
initials, and one member of the team will wear Nardsse's No. 12 jersey each 
game the rest of the season. 
BASEBALL 
Hank Aaron Sl)eaks out on steroids in MLB NEW YORK- Hank Aaron's verdict 
on basebalrs steroid scandal: "Saddened." 
Aaron, long reluctant to weigh in too strongly on the stories involving steroids and baseball, said Tuesday he'll 
keep sticking with that tact in the cases 
of Roger Oemens and Barry Bonds, 
both accused of lying about using steroids and facing trial next spring "I'm just saddened by it," said Aaron, 
who held the all-time home run record 
until Bonds broke it in 2007. "rm not a judge and I'm not a juror and I don't know who~ guilty and who's what I'm 
just saddened for baseball and 
saddened for Oemens and Bonds, 
both~ Aaron said he hasn't given any 
thought to whether Bonds' or Clemens' numbers should stand, be wiped away 
or accompanied by asterisk. "I have too much to worry about to 
worry about Oemens and Bonds,"he 
said. 
Last month, Oemens was indicted for lying to C.ongress and has a trial 
scheduled for April. Bonds faces a perjury trialin March. 
- ASSOCJATID PRESS 
.. 
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EMRE KELLY /CENTRAL RORIDA FUTURE Freshman quarterback Jeff Godfrey had an efficient debut vs.South Dakota, but is still Rob Calabrese's backup. This weekend's game vs. NC State may answer some questions in regards to the Knights' QB job. 
Rob Calabrese looks to repeat; 
Jeff Godfrey waits in the wings 
CARLOS PINEDA 
Football beat writer 
In his seventh season at UCF, 
head coach George O'Leary has a 
chance for his first 2-0 start come 
Saturday. 
The Knights (1-0) will try to 
emulate the success from 2007, 
when they defeated NC State 25-
23 in Raleigh, N.C., to open up the 
season. 
In that game, former nm.ning 
back Kevin Smith scored on the 
game's opening play from scrim-
mage with an 80-yard rush. 
Saturday night's matchup, 
scheduled for 7:30, is the second 
meeting between the two pro-
grams and the first at Bright 
House Networks Stadium. 
UCF blew by South Dakota in 
the season opener Saturday. 
n' o I 
Junior quarterback Rob Calabrese 
had a career night - 12 of 15 for 
176 yards and a touchdown - put-
ting together the best game he's 
had in a UCF uniform. 
Calabrese and freshman quar-
terback Jeff Godfrey battled for . 
the starting job throughout the 
preseason. with Calabrese getting 
the edge over the Miami recruit 
After his strong performance 
against South Dakota. Calabrese 
has made sure the "Jeff Godfrey 
question" still has no answer. 
Godfrey came off the bench to 
throw for 65 yards and a touch-
down in the opener, and he'll be 
ready to go off the bench against 
the Wolfpack if Calabrese reverts 
to his '09 ways. 
ElHAN HYMAN/ ASSOCIAJ{O PRESS Russell Wilson threw for four touchdowns and 
306 yards against Western Carolina last week. 
It's too early to tell what the 
long-term plan is with Calabrese, 
but Godfrey will eventually take 
the reins of the Knights. It's just 
when exactly the transition will 
Pl.fASI: SE£ CONTAINING ON A7 
NEWS TO NOTE 
WATCH OllT FOR WILSON 
NC State junior quarterback Russell 
Wilson, who threw 31 touchdowns last 
season.had four Saturday against an 
ovennatchedWestem Carolina squad. 
OFFENSIVE OPPORTUNmES 
After collecting 27 first downs in their 
season opener, the Knights will look to 
take advantage of an NC State defense 
that allowed 31 points per game last 
season and gave up 189 yards to Western 
Carolina, an FCS school, last week. 
THRIVING INTHEREDZONE 
Both the Knights and the Wolfpack took 
advantage of their respective 
opportunities in the red zone in their 
openers. The Knights scored on all six of 
their trips inside the 20-yard line against 
South Dakota,and NC State was 
successful on six of its seven scoring 
chances. 
Quest for a repeat title starts at Wolf Run 
MIKE BALDUCCI 
Sports Eo itor 
The men's golf team has built quite the tro-
phy collection the past two years. 
Two conference titles, a regional champi-
onship, and a spot at the 2008 National Cham-
pionship later, the Knights enter 2010 with a 
good chance at repeating their '08 glory. 
UCF's first tournament of the fall season 
will begin Saturday at the Wolf Run Intercolle-
giate in Zionsville, Ind 
Wolf Run is the location of a 2011 NCAA 
Regional site, which may give the Knights an 
early look at a possible postseason destination. 
"There are a lot of elevation changes, start-
ing with the first hole. It was certainly a chal-
lenge last year," said Head Coach Bryce Wallor. 
"- I certainly think the course is going to favor 
a straight-ball striker." 
The tournament, hosted by the University 
of Indiana, will pit the Knights against in-state 
rival North Fl0rida, C-USA opponent Tulsa 
and powerhouses such as Michigan. Louisville 
and Penn State, among others. 
After that Cinderella '08 season. coach Nick 
Clinard and top golfer Blayne Barber left for 
Auburn, and the program was left in the hands 
of youngsters Nuno Henriques and Brad 
Schneider. In what many expected to be a 
rebuilding year, the Knights won the 2009 C-
USA Championship but couldn't advance past 
Regionals. 
Under second-year coach Wallor, the 2010 
Knights are in good position to retain their C-
USA title. 
Returning players Schneider, Henriques and 
Connor Arendell each had strong '09 cam-
paigns. They'll get some help from new 
recruits Kyle WiJshire, Greg Eason. Hojin Kang 
and Han Kim. 
Arendell, ranked No. 156 in the 
Golfweek/amateurgolf.com world rankings, 
only had one top-10 finish in '09, but the junior 
from Cape Coral competed in the U.S. Amateur 
last month at Chambers Bay. Arendell lost to 
Patrick Cantlay in the Sweet 16 Rowid. 
Schneider came on strong in the second half 
of the season. racking up top team finishes in 
three of the Knights' final six events. His best 
finish, a runner-up trophy at the Rio Pinar Invi-
tational, helped him earn a nod on the C-USA 
All-COnference Second Team. 
The Knights' most consistent performer 
PI.EAS[SE£ RECRUITS oo A7 COURTESY UCf ATHLETKS Brad Schneider will be one of tile leaders for UCF this season. 
• 
• • • 
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Containing QB 
Wilson is key 
FROM A6 
take place that is still up in the air~ 
Although the Knights 
scored on six of their eight 
drives, O'Leary has 
stressed the team had to 
improve this week in prac-tice. 
'We have a lot to cover with them," O'Leary said, 
regarding the offense, 
defense and special teams. 
"You congratulate them on 
a win, but you also have to 
remind [them] that we 
have to improve in certain 
areas if we're going to beat 
teams throughout the sea-son." 
The defense, which 
started two freshmen at 
defensive tackle, faced a 
challenge in the first half 
with South Dakota rushing 
for 89 yards. 
UCF shifts its attention 
to the NC State offense. 
Junior quarterback Russell 
Wilson threw for 306 yards 
and four touchdowns in a 
48-7 win against Western 
Carolina. "I was watching film 
(Monday}, and he threw a 
ball from his IS-yard line to 
a receiver in stride to like the opposite 30," said UCF 
outside linebacker Derrick 
Hallman. "So you know 
he's an extremely good 
quarterback. and he has 
some talented receivers to 
throw it to." 
Wilson threw for more 
than 3,000 yards and 31 
touchdowns in 2009, 
including five against 
Florida State and four 
against Big East champion 
Pittsburgh. 
The secondary will be 
tested by junior wide 
receiver T.J. Graham, who 
had six receptions for 96 
yards last week. 
This marks O'Leary's 
ninth meeting against NC 
State. He is 7-1 against NC 
State dating back to his 
time at Georgia Tech. 
Recruits primed to shine 
FROM A6 
throughout the season was 
Nuno Henriques. Now in 
his final year with the 
Knights, Henriques will 
miss the opening tourna-
ment with medical issues 
but a long-term diagnosis is 
still uncertain. 
With three strong can-
didates to compete for the 
No. 1 spot on the Knights, 
Coach Wallor knows it's 
too early to name one to 
the position. 
''You can't do that in 
gol£ The number one guy 
has to play his way into that 
position." 
The incoming freshmen 
recruits bring amateur sue-
cess of their own, capped 
by Wtlshire's win at the 
Kentucky Junior Amateur 
Championship. 
Eason, from Leicester-
shire, England, was a mem-
ber ofEngland's team at the 
European Boys' Team 
Championship in Turkey 
in July. He also finished 
third at the Peter McEvoy 
Trophy and notched a sec-
ond-place finish at the Dar-
win Salver in England. 
Kang is a Lake Mary-
product that Wallor is very 
high on 
"He's got lots of club 
head speed. a very power-
ful strike, and he has a very 
mature attitude," Wallor 
said 
www.CentrolFloridoFuture.com A7 
Perfection at hand in UCF.~ic 
SEAN SIMON 
Volleyball beat writer 
The women's volley-
ball team made school 
history this weekend 
after extending its unde-
feated streak to 6-0 on the 
season, the best opening record since UCF joined 
Division I in 1984. 
With all six victories 
occurring on the road, 
the Knights look to con-
tinue their hot streak at 
home in the Courtyard by 
Mariott/UCF Classic. The Knights brought 
home their second tro-
phy of the season with a 
win at the UNC-Wilm-
ington/Courtyard by 
Marriott Tournament in 
North Carolina. 
Junior Kristin Fisher 
was named tournament 
MVP and was joined by 
sophomores Evija Vilde 
and Meredith Murphy on 
the all-tournament team. 
The Knights open play 
at the UCF Classic with a 
double-header in The 
Venue against Florida 
Atlantic (6-2} at 1 p.m. 
before playing at 7:30 
p.m. against Baylor (4-4). 
UCF concludes play at 
1:30 p.m. versus Jack-sonville (2-5} on Saturday. 
The first 100 students in the door for the Baylor 
match get a free Block 
Party T-shirt. 
The outlook for the 
Knights to maintain per-
fection looks promising 
coming into the home-
opening toumament. 
Last season, the 
Knights won the UCF 
Invitational with a per-
fect 4-0 record, which 
included matches against 
Jacksonville and Florida 
Atlantic. 
The 2009 squad 
dropped only one set in 
the tournament and had 
three players named to 
the all-tournament team. 
Despite boasting the strongest record this 
weekend, the Knights will try to avoid another 
Baylor knockout. Last 
season, the Bears defeat-
ed the Knights in three 
sets to break the five-
match season-opening 
winning streak. 
Florida Atlantic has 
yet to play in Boca Raton, 
but they've proven 
they're comfortable play-
ing on the road, with all 
six of their victories com-
ing away from home this 
season. 
Jacksonville visits UCF more for the experi-
ence than the shot at 
glory and should pose lit-tle problem for UCF. 
Men's SOCcer player nabs C,-USA honor 
Keown-Robson wins honor 
Nicholas Keown-Rob-
son was named Confer-
ence USA Offensive 
Player of the Week for 
his play during the first 
week of the season for 
the men's soccer team. 
The sophomore from 
Auckland, New Zealand, 
bas three goals on the 
year, including two in the 
Knights' 4-0 rout of 
Florida Atlantic on Mon-day. 
Keown-Robson fin-
ished his freshman sea-
son with eight goals and 
six assists. The Knights 
will head to UNG-Wilm-
ington for the start of a 
five-match road trip 
before coming back 
home Oct. 2 to open C-
USA play against SMU. 
Former Knight, Idol star to perform in football pre-game; Sept. 11 tribute to flonor victims, volunteers 
Former UCF football 
player and American Idol 
finalist Michael Lynche 
will be performing the 
national anthem at the 
NC State game Saturday. 
"Big Mike," as he is 
lmown to Idol fans, was 
in the final four of Season 9. 
The St. Petersburg-
native played defensive 
tackle at UCF from 2001-
02. As a freshman, he 
racked up 24 tackles, 
including eight for a loss, 
and a sack. Lynche left 
the Knights just before 
the beginning of 2003 to 
tend to family matters. 
Saturday is the ninth 
anniversary of the Sept. 
ll attacks. Each fan in 
attendance will receive 
an American flag. 
A moment of silence 
in the pre-game will be 
dedicated to the men and 
women who died in the 
attacks, and volunteers 
from the military and 
emergency services will 
be on hand to participate 
in the activities. 
UCF schedules BYU, UConn 
Add another high-pro-
file team to the Knights' 
2011 football schedule. 
The Knights and the 
BYU Cougars have 
agreed to play each other 
in 20ll in Provo, Utah. 
BYU will travel to Orlan-
do in 2014. 
The game will replace 
the Knights' previously 
scheduled game at Texas. 
That game has been 
rescheduled for 2017. 
The Cougars went 11-2 
in 2009 and won the 
Maaco Bowl Las Vegas 
against Oregon State. 
UCF will travel to 
Connecticut in 2014 to 
play the Huskies and will 
get a visit from UConn in 
2015 at Bright House Net-
works Stadium. 
The Huskies went 8-5 
in '09 and won the Papa-
Johns.com Bowl against 
South Carolina. 
RB Brinson out for season withtomACL 
Iowa transfer Jeff 
Brinson tore his ACL 
during practice drills ear-
lier this week and will 
miss the remainder of the 
season. 
The backup running 
back's season-ending 
injury was announced on 
coach George O'Leary's 
weekly radio show, 
"Lunch with George." 
The injury to Brinson 
thins an already strung-
out Knights backfield. 
Starting running back 
Brynn Harvey is expect-
ed to miss four games. 
Sophomore Jonathan 
Davis will fill in at first 
on the depth chart until 
Harvey's return. Red-
shlrt-sophomore Bren-dan Kelly is second on 
the depth chart. 
- STAFF REPORTS 
• 







"One more song! One more 
song!" 
The near sold-out crowd kept 
screaming near the end of the concert 
As part of the 2010 Honda Civic Tour, Ten-
• 1se 
nessee-based band Paramore rocked out the packed UCF Arena and gave the 
fans from Orlando quite an exciting show. 
The opening acts were ~dawatha, New Found Glory and Tegan And Sara 
Each of the opening bands performed for about half an ho'll;f followed by an 
intermission. 
After each act, the crowd would get more and more excited; because it 
meant that Paramore would soon be coming out to perform. The floor was 
crowded with fans who stood in place for just under four hours, just so that 
they wouldn't lose their places in file crowd and miss being as close as pos-
sible to the band 1 
"The crowd was pumped and extremely excited for them to come on," 
said Leslie Barnett, a senior dou~le-majoring in hospitality management 
and event management "The anticipation was killing everyone, including roe." 
After a while, the crowd was getting restless as people tried to skip to 
the front of the crowd, even starting a few fights that weren't too serious as 




care of the 
situations. 
The band per-
formed a few of 
their hit songs from 
their certified Plat-
inum album Riot!. 






They also performed "Misguided Ghosts," "Playing God," "When the Lines 
Overlap" and several other songs off their most recent album. Brand New Eyes. 
They ended the concert with frreworks, introductiops of the bandmates and 
then they went ahead and played '"Th.e Only Exception." 
As the band was walking o.tI; the hyped-up crowd wanted more and began · 
chanting, "One more song! One more song!" 
To the fans' surprise the band came out again to perform and they capped 
off an already exciting show with stelJar performances. 
They first played "Brick by Boring :Brick'' and then, for the ne,i;t song, picked 
two fans out of the crowd to perform along with them. The lucky guy helped by 
PLEASE SEE ENGAGED ON A9 
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Hayley Williams, the lead singer for Paramore, belts out her group's hit songs 
at the UCF Arena on Sunday. 
PHOTOS BY TABITHA ROGERS/ 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUI\JRE 
Bright lights, paint take .over UCF Arena 
CAMILLE THOMAS 
Staff Writer 
Even those students 
who have been to count-
less concerts, comedy 
shows and sporting events 
at the UCF Arena had 
probably never seen it 
transformed into a giant 
dance floor. 
Dayglow 3D brought 
Miami club style to UCF 
on Friday, as promised by 
KnightLyfe Entertainment 
in conjunction with Com-
mittee Entertainment of 
Tallahassee. 
"It was an amazing 
experience ... crazier than I 
had expected," said Bruna 
Zanelato, 20, from Orlan-
do. "It seems that each 
time Dayglow comes 
around, it gets better and 
better because more peo-
ple are finding out about 
it" 
Thousands of people -
I 
COURTESY IOIIGIITLYFE Dayglow 3D put on a show unlike anything the UCF Arena had seen before on Friday, with paint and bright lights bringing a house party vibe to the locale. 
students and the general 
pu~lic - were dressed in 
white from head to toe, in a 
kind-of Dayglow uniform. 
That is, until the clock 
projected onto a screen 
counted down to mid-
night. 
Then, the crowd went 
wild and the paint began to 
splatter. 
Dancers, performers 
and acrobats kept the 
energy up on stage as the 
DJs played their sets. 
Headliners David 
Solano and Funkagenda, 
were definitely crowd 
pleasers. Ce~ songs got 
the entire arena jumping 
up and down and cheer-
ing. 
"I thought it was really 
good:' said Shirley Lora, a 
junior psychology major. 
"[There was] a lot of ener-
gy and a lot of people. It 
was pretty crowded and 
the music was very good" 
Lora had never been to 
Dayglow before and has 
just gotten into the house 
music scene, she said 
Zanelato, however, has 
been to Dayglow before 
and has worked as a pro-
moter in the past. 
"I love house music," 
she said "I liked the music, 
but it was very repetitive. 
Maybe next time they can 
add another act or two." 
Even those who are not 
big fans of house music 
could join into the energy 
of the event. You could 
dance with friends or a 
stranger, but as long as 
someone participated, it 
was hard to not have fun. 
"I was very happy with 
it, everything went well," 
said Mikey Stylez, CEO of 
KnightLyfe Entertainment. 
'We sold out and were at 
capacity." 
The night was thought-
fully organized as well, 
with mulch on the floor to 
help prevent slipping or 
injuries from the paint, no 
sales of paint until mid-
night to keep everyone in 
anticipation, and the 3-D 
glasses doubled as eye 
protection from flying 
paint. 
The 3-D aspect 
received mixed reactions. 
Some didn't feel that they 
added anything spectacu-lar to the show, while oth-
ers like Zanelato thought it 
added a lot to the light 
show. 
Stylez said Knightlyfe will be having a meeting in 
the next couple of weeks 
to see what they will be 
bringing next. 
PLEASE SEE CREATORS ON A9 
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After 6 months off, time for a new regiment 
I am the the first one 
to admit that I hate work-
ing out. I hate going to 
the gym and having to 
breathe in the weird ster-
ile-but-sweaty musk that 
a 100 people working out can give off 
I bate running. 
Although I did it for three 
years in high school 
through cross country 
and soccer, I was honest-
ly just in it for the awe-
somely toned calves I had 
at the end of each season 
And there's nothing I 
despise more than ab 
exercises. I like being able 
to laugh and not feel a 
sharp pain run through 
myabdomen. 
It's been at least six 
months since I had an 
active workout regimen 
And I feel ... flabby. Well 
JESSICA MARTIN 
Variety Editor 
maybe not flabby, but 
incredibly out of shape. 
As much as I hate any 
real, strenuous activity, I 
miss being able to run 
three miles, I miss not 
feeling out breath when 
going up and down the 
stairs, and I really, really 
miss having toned calves. 
That being said, start-
ing today ( well. yester-
day) rm going to develop 
a game plan. Something 
that'll make me want to 
devote myself to trekking 
over to the gym and 
spending an hour in a 
class or using the scary-
looking exercise 
machines. 
Something that'll make 
me pass the pasta dish 
and take up a home-made salad • 
Which will be hard 
because I love anything 
that involves pasta, espe-
cially since it's the only 
thing that I can make 
really well 
Since the best thing 
you can have is goals for 
this type of endeavor, my 
goal is simple: to run the 
entire OUC Half 
Marathon on Dec. 5. rll 
figure what time I want 
to beat at a later date, but 
for now; my main goal 
will be to have developed 
the endurance and 
strength to run the whole 
thing. 
rm completely aware 
that this whole thing 
might end up failing mis-
erably, as I'm not known 
for always fioishlng 
things. My hope is, 
though. that by having to 
write a column each 
week about my progress 
as well as discuss various 
issues concerning healthy 
living and getting in 
shape, I'll feel more pres-
sure er, motivation to 
stick to my word 
And you all are wel-
come to join me. You 
don't have to blindly 
agree to run a half 
marathon. but set a goal 
for yourself and three 
months from now; reflect 
on yow- own progress. 
Engaged crowd leaves satisfied 
FROM AB 
singing and the lucky girl 
helped by playing bass 
along with the band for 
the final song of the night 
''Misery Business.'' 
After the song had 
played, confetti-filled can-
nons fired out into the 
crowd. The atmosphere 
was wild and the excite-
ment was incomparable. 
The performance was 
above and beyond any-
thing that the eager crowd 
Creators looking to 
bring more to events 
FROM AB 
Also, the company just 
finished building a new 
website that will be more 
professional and easier to 
navigate through for 
music and the latest news 
for the shows, he said. 
'We are pretty much 
trying to bring a festival to 
UCF - something like 
Ultra Festival with very 
big acts as far as house 
music goes, a couple 
stages - something really 
worth doing," Stylez said. 
Dayglow and other 
house music acts will 
most likely be returning 
to UCF bigger and better, 
showing Miami they are 
not the only city that likes 
a good party. 
could have expected 
"'The concert was 
amazing," Barnett said. 
"When Paramore came 
out, the crowd went wild 
Their entrance was 
beyond great and engaged 
the crowd perfectly. 
Everyone screamed and 
sang along with Hayley." 
There was nothing 
more you could have 
asked for from Paramore 
and their performance 
except for maybe "one 
more song." 
Pool Tables Rates Falling with the Season: 
$8/Hour unlimited Players All locations 4pm to Close 
CHECK OUT OUR CLASSIFIEDS 
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OUR STANCE 
Ge~der identity 
inclusion a must 
0 ur stance on the UCF non-discrimination policy is the same as 
it was five months ago: Dis-
crimination of any kind 
should not be tolerated. 
dents at the University of 
Central Florida) was passed 
Thursday. 
Finally adding gender 
identity to the policy will 
give people the protection 
they deserve. Regardless of 
your gender, race, sexual ori-
entation, religion, marital 
status or possible disability, 
your school offers you pro-
tection while on its campus. 
No one should feel unsafe or 
discriminated against while 
on campus. 
Students have been 
attempting to have gender 
identity added to UCF's non-
discrimination policy since 
at least last April. 
We can't help but be a bit 
disappointed, though, that 
Maribeth Ehasz vetoed Bill 
42-79, Revisions to Title XI: 
Code of Ethics, which was 
the bill calling for the inclu-
sion of gender identity in the 
UCF code of ethics. 
The current Golden Rule 
handbook states that the col-
lege will "promote equal 
opportunity policies and 
practices" for all students 
and faculty, but it lacks any 
protection for gender identi-
ty and expression 
The U.S. Department of 
Education's common data set 
program names Arizona State 
as the largest university in 
the country. The school's 
non-discrimination policy 
includes transgender individ-
uals. It is time for UCF to join 
other colleges in sending a 
message that discrimination 
of any kind is not acceptable. 
Ehasz, the vice president 
of Student Development and 
Enrollment Services, wrote a 
letter to Student Govern-
ment Association President 
Michael Kilbride. "Changes 
to university regulations 
must be approved by the 
president and board of 
trustees," she said. "I hope 
that a more thorough review 
will provide valuable infor-
mation to make an informed 
decision about any proposed 
policy changes in the 
future." 
We have reason to be 
hopeful that the board of 
trustees might vote to add 
the policy. After the Senate 
voted to override Ehasz's 
veto, Kilbride commented 
on the situation. 
"I hope we can continue 
to advance this issue forward 
to higher levels," he said ''As 
a member of the board of 
trustees, I would be proud to 
vote for the change of uni-
versity policy to include this 
in our protective policies." 
We are happy to see that 
Resolution 42-50 (Resolution 
Calling for Greater Inclu-
siveness of Transgender Stu-
We hope that the presi-
dent and the board of 
trustees agree with the UCF 
students who have been 
working to make gender 
identity part of UCF's non-
discrimination policy. 
Regardless of how you 
view gender identity, it is 
important for all UCF stu-
dents, staff and faculty to 
support policies that elimi-
nate discrimination on cam-
pus and in your community. 
Dealing with all the evil 
forces at UCF isn't easy 
Some people refer to UCF as 
being its own town. They are 
incorrect. 
UCF is its own universe, com-
plete with supernatural, good and 
evil, forces. 
know, I couldn't believe it either." 
On my drive to school today, I 
call the health clinic to make an 
appointment A person quickly 
answers and tells me I can be 
seen right away. LACY PAPADEAS 
So, basically, I was given a pre-
scription to become a cave 
woman. An angry, caffeine-
deprived cave woman with bad 
breath (no peppermint) that hacks 
the fat off her kill, which turned 
out to be perfect when I went to 
get in my car 20 minutes later and 
saw a parking ticket on my wind-
shield. 
I first make a quick stop at the 
parking garage and attempt to 
have my parking ticket I received 
Guest Columni5t I've never wanted to be holding 
one of those primitive hand 
last week turned into a warning. I had wit-
nessed this work for the girl in front of me in 
line a week prior; it didn't, however, work for 
me. 
I get to the clinic and wait only a few min-
utes, walk in and see the doctor; they make 
life so pleasant at the clinic that I was actual-
ly enjoying myself in spite of the invisible 
elephant sitting on my chest. I tell her my 
sole symptom: constant heartburn. She goes 
and gets me "the 10 commandments of 
heartburn." 
I thought she was just being cute and 
didn't realize that was actually written on 
the top of the paper until I had read halfway 
through the list and thought the sentences 
sure were written with a very strange choice 
of words. 
"Thou shall trim the fat off meat ... Thou 
shall avoid tomatoes, caffeine, chocolate, 
peppermint and alcoholic beverages ... Thou 
shall not wear tight clothing, e.g. girdles." 
"I'm not supposed to wear a bra?" I 
exclaim. ''No:' she casually replies. 
Great. 
I suppose I'll pin two discreetly placed 
notes on my shirt everyday from here on 
out, moving them ever so slightly lower as 
the days progress: the left reading, "I'm not a 
hippie, I have a medical condition that does-
n't allow me to wear a bra," the right, "I 
-
ON UCFNEWS.COM WHAT YOU ARE SAYING 
Senate steps up 
We are one step closer to a schooi com-
munity, and country where all are equal. 
- CHRIS 
It was approximately 190 people in the 
audience, and for the record the override . was 30-0 in a roll call vote. Way to go Sen-
ate! 
-ANONYMOUS 
Hold off on judging UCF PD 
I think it's important to remember here, 
howev-er, that the results of the investiga-
tion are inconclusive. These officers are 
being condemned on hearsay and testimo-
carved baseball bats more in my 
entire life. I'm parked in the health clinic stu-
dent parking. Then I find out that they give 
sick people convenient parking spots, expect 
them to figure out what an ''he parking pass" 
is, somehow acquire one and then sprint, at 
their pinnacle of health, back to their cars. 
All before the cloaked floating shadows 
(parking lot attendants) get there first. 
Actually maybe the parking lot attendants 
don't even exist. I'm beginning to think that 
the parking lot itself is pure evil and the 
parking tickets just seep out of the cracks in 
the unforgiving impervious pavement. 
I seethingly take the ticket off and say a 
three-worded prayer asking God to curse the 
parking ticket for all eternity, which in retro-
spect doesn't make much sense. In the 
moment it does seem to satisfy me. 
I then consider throwing the fluorescent 
green parking ticket envelope on the ground 
but can't because, sadly, I don't have a venge-
ful bone in my body. Instead, I get in my car 
and look at the quarter inch of flamingo pink 
sludge in the bottom of my empty Pepto Bis-
mol bottle. 
I consider adding water to the neon goo, 
but instead open the box of Prilosec I just 
got from the pharmacy and swallow a pill, 
which will start working in about four 
weeks, the doctor said. Nothing like a quick 
fix. 
l suppose thou shall have to be patient. 
ny from their alleged victim. If what the professor claims is true than 
I wholeheartedly agree with all those who 
call for severe disciplinary action. However 
until such point as we are presented with 
fact it may be prudent to give the officers 
the benefit of the doubt. 
- PRAGMATIST 
Defensive line, QB play 
reverse roles in 38-7 rout 
suspect defense? last year we let up 24 
to Samford and you consider letting up 7 
against a comparable opponent suspect? I 
say both sides of the ball played well! Go 
Knights! 
- ANONVMOOS 
END LUClD GET 5TUD1D 
OOH WRIGHT I THE WASHINGTON EXAMINER 
Don't let parking 
stress get you down 
Parking Wars is more 
than the name of the cap-
tivating show on A&E. 
It also refers to the madness that has become 
of the parking situation at 
UCR 
parking garages/areas and 
have a good eye for spot-
ting that empty parking 
space. 
To those walking to 
their vehicles to leave who 
see someone searching for 
a spot, how about making 
that person's day by giving 
them a friendly wave 
I know those who 
drive to school are forced 
to leave extra early for 
class in order to allow 
time for searching for that 
one open parking spot on 
the top floor, located in 
JORDAN SWANSON toward your car? Trust me, they'll go 
from aggravated and 
stressed out over trying to 
find a parking space to calm and 
relieved in an instant. 
Guest Columnirt 
the back comer of the garage. Or per-
haps for allowing more time to 
search for someone who is walking to 
their car to claim his or her spot as 
your own. 
Even then, it can take up to half an 
hour's time, maybe even longer, just 
to center one's car in between those 
two comforting white lines. 
CollegeProwler.com - a site that 
grades several aspects of universities 
around the country- rates UCF 
parking as a B-. This grade is deter-
mined based on student ratings of 
campus parking according to dis-
tance from class, distance from 
dorms, ease of finding a spot, parking 
enforcement and permit cost. 
Florida State University was also 
given a B-, and the University of 
Florida, the University of Miami and 
and the University of South Florida 
were all given a C+. 
It really doesn't matter what time 
of day you drive to campus, parking 
has been extremely limited the first 
week of classes, and there is no way 
around it 
The only advice I can give on the 
situation is to always leave for class 
early no matter how lucky you're are 
feeling that day, be cautious while 
maneuvering through the maz.e of 
I see and hear about so many peo-
ple getting angry at each other over 
this bw:densome parking situation. 
Yelling at someone else because they 
took "your'' parking spot or even so 
much as looked in the direction of 
the parking spot you had your eye on 
first I understand that it can be frus-
trating when other drivers act like 
you don't exist; been there, experi-
enced that 
However, it's not something to 
waste getting upset over and not a case in which people should be 
exchanging foul language with one 
another: 
Hopefully within the next couple 
of weeks, the number of spaces avail-
able will start to grow and take a load 
of unnecessary stress off of our stu-
dents. 
Until then, I think we should work 
together in trying to make this situa-
tion easier on everyone. Be courte-
ous, not aggressive when driving 
around the crowded campus lots. 
For all you know, that person who 
you were thinking about giving an 
ear-full for snatching "your" spot 
could be the one sitting behind you in 
your next class. 
MAN ON THE STREET 
THE WORD AROUND CAMPUS 'What do you think about professors taking attendance?' 
FRANCESCA PARKER JAMAARI JOHNSON HEIDI ESTERLINE Advertising,sophomore Education, senior Undecided, sophomore 
NI think it should be worth ult shows that they care that "I think we should go if we 
extra credit." you're there." want to go." 
COREY GELLIS JASON HOFFMANN MELISSA KALLMAN 
Micro & molecular bio, freshman Micro & molecular bio, sophomore Psych.& health science,junior 
"I think it should be mandato- •11 should be optional because •1 think it's OK as long as it's a 
ry because the education is they're getting paid whether fair policy." 
paid for and it's respectable to or not were there." 
the professor to show up to 
dass." 
• 
• • • 
HOW TO PLACE AN AD SUBMISSION DEADLINES PAYMENT METHODS 
Online 24 hrs/day: 
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds 
By phone: 407-447-4555 
Online, phone, fax, VISA, MC, AMEX, 
in person: Discover, Cash, Check 
By fax: 407-447-4S56 
10 a.m.. Fri for Mon. issue 
4 p.m. Wed. for Thurs. issue OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS 
In person: ll825 High Tech Ave, 
Suite 100, Orlando FL 32817 
Monday -Friday 
9 am.-5 p.m. 
407-447-4555 • www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds 
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pay & BEneilsl Cal a l9:llller 
TODAY! (877)4843)42 
www~am 
BURIED IN CREDIT 
CARDoEBT? 
We Can Saw YOI/ THOUSAliOS or Dollars & Help ¥OU Ellmtnate YOI/R 
RA TED •A• WITH fflE BBB! LoMr your payments! Stop Hmssl 
Healthy? Generations of men and women have helped test investigatlonal medlcatlons by participating 
in clinical researoh studies. 
You couki help too. 
To quatif,y for researoh study 8230483 involving an 
invesligational medication you must be: 
• A heaJlhy man or woman age 75 and up 
• Able to stay at Covance for 4 nights and make 
1 outpatient visit 
Participants WI receive all study-related 
exams at no cost and compensation up to 
$1250 for time and participation. 
Think you can help? Greatl 
Then call 877..a51-1061, text 
Cll IC to 77982 or visit 
TestWithlheBestcom today. 
COY~ 
1900MuonAwnue, SUl!e 140, Dlyton1 Belch, FL32117 
Part time help wanled. lnoome for sluclenU 12-1 :3lpln M-f. 
$12txu: Please cal 321 'Jf!T 8420 or «FT 3819'278. 
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Free \1Cleo www.RalRi.lleExlaim 
STUJENTPAYOUTS.COM Paid Su'wyTakaa Needed n 
Orlmdo. 100% FREE 1D foln. 
Cllckort~ 
H:rMlnne Glen T~ 
2SErl2.5BaMCaGar. 1,300~. 
$1,:mtro. P8ls wemne. Cal 
(407) 9290792 
Roan Aval i1 h:iu!ie, d:Jg 
1ierdi, s rm v L..CF, irae or 
female, room tm i.pon re::µs 
$400+uilies 407-oo4-6519 
Roanb" ren nmcxnn Oft 
~ Rd $350ro + ~ lJilies. 
l:tlel.Jnej@~.ei.l 
FORE<l.008) 1-0MEAI..CllON 
1400t A. Homes IAl.dion: 9118 
Q)efl 1-h.tse: SeJx 4, 11 & 12 
REDC I Vim FtJ Listi-gs 
www.Au::li:nam RE Bll<r 
001031187 
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17S llusinfflOpportunities B 400 Servi<es B • Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line 200 For Rent: Homes B 500 Announcements A • Offering a successful average return of over 85% 225 For Rent: Apartments B 600 Traver B • Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication 
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs 2SO Roommates A 700 Wonhip B 27S Sublease A 800 Miscellaneous B 
300 ForSale: Homes B 900 Wanted B • Enter and view classified ads on line 24 hours a day 
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~11.rdes logs 34" 
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~CJ.tk~ meases eflon;y 1.4) 040%! 
WWW.~~ 
(8:)'.))661-7746 Ext :m'-1 
STMLUJS REBATE$$$$ 
Se¢~ Elim:: Bi Pai'.l 
$3,<XXJ.OOlal< 08:ft.aJ11 Gel 
~free tane g:tt sa O:riliEd. 
1 !i 25 peq:Je D cal, $35.00 git 
card Offer~ 11/1al11: 
(877)791-6142 
STUJENTSPECIAL 
£nrd rel/ RllliizeiTa!rasS set 
$100. Freetana QUEEN 
maressfiislxlx$100. wtie 
c:µnities last Cal 407-484-1182 
Euiecl i1 Del::t? Wart.ti Save 
1ta.&nls & Eliri"lafe 'rolJ' Det:t 
t.p bal"/4? We Cai HBPI Cal 
~ b' a FREE Coos!Jai:ln! 
(888)4963167 Raiad "A" wilh 1he 
8881 
CASH IIOWI Gel cash D'>OJ' 
S'1J:tr'8:I seUfemEl1 or inuy pa-ymns. ~ pB),WS. Cal J.G. 
Wertv.ooh.1-aoosETTl.EMENT 
(1-a:5-738-a536}. RalB:t At, by 
1heBeee'Bls"essB.lea.i. 
DCW,TE YOUR V8iKl..E 
RECEIVE $1<XXJ GROCERY 
OOUPON u-lfTED BREA'3T 
CMCER FOUNDATICXII Rae 
M11noga115,Em:1StQna-tt, 
www.lix:fm FREE TCIWl'"Q. Tax 
Oed.dlle,Non-furoers 
~(888)468-5964. 
PreJ:t)ooks.c:an FREE Slits a-e 
maiedvist so peq:Jev.ro \1Sit 
~ ci::kCcmlUs, ?1M1e usemcmein! CODE: 
orl!rda10 i1 Message Bax. 
Plea9a ?IMle Slit Size. 
$$$ACCESS LAWSUIT CASH 
I\OWIII $$$As seen en lV $$$ r;.,y I.a.ls.ii ~? Need $600$500,oco+Y.tm 4Stf5? 
Lo.¥ ramp.ppt_Y ION BY PHONE! Gal Today! T<I-Free: 
(8'.Xl)f,6&8321www~am 
NOTCE: C*g !tis ruri:>er v.i SlqidyouoHOOES3W'QSon 
SlakMi:le ~ i1 fNl!l 100 
~ Nav.al<s albna. PUusov.akb'You! 
(866)742-1373 
www.b'da-dassfleds.rom lill] WORSHIP 
REVIVAUU REVIVALJII 
RE'vlVAUI! 
Jomaon Fanly Mris!Jy's 
9-12109-19 evaynlgltat7pm 
OvludoAI Nations Quch 
407-851-1325 
I I ,417 suldolku - -, 6[5 - - C> Puzzles by Pappocom Fill in the grid so that every row, 
column and 3x3 box 
contains the digits 1 
through 9 with no 
repeats. 
4 2 I 8 ->- -+-- - -- -I 3, 9, 
2 6 I 1 I -f--- - --'---r 1 l 3, Monday puzzle: ' T9 >-- r-- ~ I 5 1 Easy/eve/ 16 17 I Thursday puzzle: 
516 - Hard/eve/ 7 I 1 9 --5 8 I I 
Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com 
CROSSWORD 
1 2 3 ACROSS 
1 •_the Une·: 
Johnny Cash hit " 6 Beades beat l..-i--1---1---1---
11 ~~ 14 Trailer follower 15 She played Adrian in ·Rocky'" 16 Cefllllar .,,,_,--+--+--+--
transmitter 
17 Excessive pride in one's china? 
19 A stonn might 
delay It: Abbr. 
20 Sailor's rear 21 Sorrowlul comment 22 Congo neighbor 
24 Coveted role 
26 Btawt during a game of musk:al chairs? 29 Relevant, in law 
31 Tuxedos, onen 32 Power source size 34 Bolt. e.g. 35Acquire Uy John "Doppler'" Sehlfl 919/10 
36 What Winfrey 
couldn1do 
during a noted couch-jumping episode? 41 Case.for instanoe: Abbr. 
42 Api. ad spec 43 Middle-earth monster 
44 Followed, as an 
impulse 
47 Respecl!ul 
refusal 51 Zorro's chamois? 
S5 Chthuahua child 56 B on a iable S7 High, to Henri 59 Sheet with beats, for short eo Fifmmaker Lee 61 Cassette deek featute, and a 
hint 10 thi$ PIJ2Zle's theme 
65 Ball-beaMg device 66 Queen "s mate 67 Reason for a 
raise 68 Marshall Plan 
69~;ied 70 Thicke and 
Rlckman 
DOWN 1 Savanna leaper 
2Gobblecl 




butterfly" boxer 9 Accel.'s opposite, inmuslc 10 Flash Go«lon 
weapon 11 Random 
assortments 
12 Course laker 13 Nol kidding 18 tt drops with fog: 
Abbr. 23 Tsp. or tbsp. 25 Jeny's comedy 
partner Z7 _ II razor 
28 Fashionably 
dated 30 Gym safety ~em 
33 Fealhered n1er 34 Trains overhead 36 Twisters 
. 
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Last issue solved 
37 In line with the 
38 g:,nct sci-fl 
magazine 
39Vase relative 40 Clicl<able pie 41 Day ol rest 
45 Fishing wla,ge 
that became Tokyo 46"Gmcias' 
response 46 High chain 
49 Finalizes, as a eel 50 Woro-for-word 
reference? 
52 CeUular transmitter 53 Like comstalks 
54 Wish one hadn\ sa Adult cable rating 62 Alleged spoon. 
bender Geller ~:~;sfi~r 
Solution and new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds 
IIIAGNIAMOUN)"AIN l...AAD-20 a:res~ Gaax !Wea, 211'stan 
~ \18\'IS,ger113Si:J!:*-gb" 
~~ spi'gs, CJ8E!lc., 
!)ME, ra:wd $199.500 Cal 
cm,e; (005)~ 
tmTHfiUSAMt,,, FARM: 33 ACRES, 26Erns, ~ Large 
Ka-Tiel, 3500 sqlt. Harre, sell b' 
~ Proe $329,CXX>. Dettie M'G'is?.eaty(256)6006910 
WATERFRONT; 152' 
WATERFRO,IT, Na1hAlib¥na, 
So:lttsboro. 1.8.Aaes, 300) sqt 
1-bre, en::bled rgtllnl jXXll, txlaltruse, i:e; elet$'c ill5 b' 
OOEt/):itsl<i. Dettie Mcit1s P.eely 
(256)599-{,910 
rm WANTED 
tmTH AI.ABNJA LAND: 400 
/Jaes. .ktls fte TEmeSSOO Ri'.e1 
Pa&t.re, WI, RoEW:I ~. 
Trees. $2500.00 //Jae. Cbse t> 
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On the end, 
it's all about the baby . 
STOP LEG CRAMPS 
BEFORE THEY STOP YOU. 
Calcet · is designed to help stop low calcium leg 
Petite Tablet 
w,ih More Calcium 
& Vitamin 03 
• 
• • • 
A12 www.Centra/F/oridaFuture.com 
With Everyday Low Prices, 24-hour 
convenience, and three nearby 
locations, Walmart is the smart choice 
for st_udents. As you're getting settled 
into a new semester on campus, don't 
forget that Walmart is here to be your 
one-stop shop for all your needs. 
E. CoiontaJ Dr . 
Sept.9, 2010 • (fflnaf 1JoriA ~ 
Neighborhood Market · by Walmart ~::. 
Welcome back to campus . 
Welcome back to Walmart. 
